ATELIER DES LANGUES
La formation, c’est un métier
www.atelierdeslangues-lyon.fr
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sandrine@atelierdeslangues-lyon.fr

ATELIER DES LANGUES
Atelier des Langues was created in November 2013 by Sandrine CARAFA FERRAND.
Sandrine is our experienced and passionate trainer in French as a foreign Language
but also offers French courses to prepare for the Voltaire certification. Her trainings
are adapted to the needs of everyone and will know how to motivate you thanks to a
fun and interactive learning method.
Since September 2017, Atelier des Langues has been part of the Datadock’s training
centers and in May 2020, the University of Aix-Marseille accredited our center for the
Diplôme de Compétence en Langue (DCL) tests. Sandrine has also followed the
necessary training in order to be able to train and pass the DELF/DALF diplomas.
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OUR SKILLS
French as a foreing Language (FLE)
DELF/DALF for academic or professional purposes
French as a foreing Language (FLE)
DCL for professional purposes
Voltaire certification
Strengthen your skills in French (for french speakers)

YOUR EXPERIENCE
ATELIER DES LANGUES offer you different courses according to your needs, leading
you (or not) towards a validation by a diploma.
Internationals will be able to follow a training course:
-

Face to face, your trainer will come either to your home or within your company;
Remotely, this will require a good Internet connection and a computer available.
To prepare for one of the different language diplomas, either the DELF/DALF
or the DCL.
By mixing the face-to-face and the distance learning.
By inserting at the end of your training (face-to-face or remote) a module of
e-learning.
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OUR TRAINING CATALOG
FOR INTERNATIONALS – CEFR DIPLOMAS:
o The DELF



For elementary levels (beginners): A
For intermediate levels: B

o The DALF


For advanced levels (experienced - autonomous): C

o The DCL FP


For elementary levels (beginners): A

o The DCL FLE



For intermediate levels: B
For advanced levels (experienced - autonomous): C

IMPORTANT: All our training courses are adapted to the needs of our trainees, both in terms
of pace, profile, and training methods. We take into account their level and their final objectives.
In other words, none of our trainings are alike!
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FOR INTERNATIONALS
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THE DIPLOMAS OF THE CEFR
If you are not a French speaker, you may need to take the DELF or DCL. Language
exams are useful to facilitate exchanges between countries. This is the only way to
provide a proof of your level in a language. If you want to work, or study in another
country, it is therefore a major asset, which adds seriousness and quality to your
application. So, if you are learning French, taking the DELF or the DCL is an interesting
challenge. These diplomas are prestigious and are suitable to many different profiles
and therefore different projects.

DELF AND DALF
A VALUATING FRENCH TEST
The DELF test is a national exam, used by professionals as well as for studies. It is
suitable for an exceptionally large audience. It is a French certification that is issued
by the French Ministry of Education and used around the world. Wherever you are,
you can take the same DELF, which will be recognized everywhere with the same
value.
The DELF allows you to show your skills and abilities. There are 6 different DELFDALF exams, corresponding to 6 different levels.
Thus, once the DELF is certified, you can highlight the precise skills to understand and
express yourself in French, both spoken and written.
SUITABLE FOR ALL
The DELF exam has the advantage of being adapted to whoever you are. Indeed, the
DELF exists in 5 different versions ( DELF all public , academic DELF, DELF junior ,
DELF prim or DELF pro ), corresponding to four different levels of French. The DELF
is based on the different language levels defined by the Common European
Framework of Reference for Languages, more commonly known as the CEFR
levels. These levels define skills and abilities possessed by users. The DELF can test
and certify levels A1, A2, B1 and B2. So, whatever your level of French is, there is a
DELF adapted to your level. Passing it would officially certify that you have this level
in French.
If you want to study in France or in a French-speaking country, the DELF B2 is the
minimum level required, but more and more specialties now require the DALF C1.
On your Resume, it is a real asset, which adds seriousness, and which sets you apart
from other candidates. Your level of French is proved, and above all, it’s measurable
by employers. A DELF score is much more precise than a personal assessment on
your part as “Fluent” or “advanced”. In addition, the DELF / DALF is a diploma. This
means that once the certification has been obtained, it is valid for life. For you, this is
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the way to certify that you have a certain level in French, and thus, see the fruit of your
efforts and your work registered on an official exam.
If you live in France or married in France, you can apply for French nationality, and
thus become a French citizen. This procedure requires you to justify that you
understand French in everyday life. A minimum DELF level B1 is required for
the naturalization procedure. If it's Canada that makes you dream, the DELF can
also serve you. To apply for a permanent visa for Quebec, and thus emigrate to
Quebec, you must accompany your file with a minimum DELF level B2.
A GENERAL ASSESSMENT OF YOUR LEVEL
The DELF is used by many institutions because it tests the overall level of your
French. Indeed, the test has four parts, corresponding to four sections and skills in
French. Thus, you will have to pass the written comprehension and oral
comprehension tests, but also written expression and oral expression. Your overall
rating of DELF provides to people who want, that you feel comfortable in oral and
written expression, and that you know as well express yourself and understand others.
Your DELF examination results certificate details the 4 scores obtained in each part:
oral and written comprehension and oral and written production.
To pass the exam (DELF or DALF), you must obtain a minimum score of
50/100. Whatever your current level in French is, and the DELF level you wish to reach,
your trainer will adapt to you, whether you have 3 weeks or 3 months to prepare for
the test.
DELF/DALF WITH ATELIER DES LANGUES
Your training in French includes preparation for the exam, since you will work on the
four skills throughout the training path. Finally, your final assessment will be a DELF
or DALF type exam in order to prepare you for the D-day. If you feel the need, Atelier
des Langues will provide you with other standard subjects that you can work on
in total autonomy including the corrections.
We offer personalized training formulas, taking into account the level, the objectives of
each one, the desired training methods (face-to-face, distance, hybrid formula ...) and
the requirements of national education in terms of preparation for the examination.
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DELF/DALF EXAMS
o DELF A1
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o DEFL A2

o DELF B1
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o DELF B2

o DALF C1
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THE DCL FP OR FLE
https://www.education.gouv.fr/le-diplome-de-competence-en-langue-dcl-candidats-l-examen-11624

A VALUING FRENCH TEST
The DCL makes it possible to assess the skill in operational language in a professional
environment. It facilitates the validation of language skills as part of a process of
personal development, integration, retraining, professional development, or mobility.
As a result, it is increasingly used by players in the world of vocational training as
certification upstream and / or at the end of language training systems.
The originality of the DCL lies in the scenario proposed to the candidates. Unlike the
DELF / DALF, the different communicative activities are assessed in an integrated
manner in a global assessment: one and the same test for all, a result according
to the performance achieved.
It is not a question of evaluating, in an isolated and artificial way, a "succession" of
competences in order to obtain a good result.
This assessment approach is very popular with companies wishing to measure the
language skills of their employees.
The DCL Français Professionnel (FP) allows you to validate levels A1 and A2.
The DCL Français Langue Etrangère (FLE) allows you to validate levels A2 to C1.
THE ADVANTAGES OF THE DCL
 it is a national professional diploma registered in the Specific Register of France
Compétences
 it is aligned with the CEFR levels
 its valid period is unlimited
 it assesses all dimensions of language proficiency
 a success rate of over 90%
 one and the same test for all
 a result based on performance
SUITABLE FOR ALL
The DCL is for any adult who wishes to have their language skills recognized. This
approach can be part of different perspectives:
- professional integration
- evolution
- professional or geographic mobility
- personal development
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The candidate can take the DCL test regardless of his situation:






employee
Jobseeker
vocational training trainee
student
particular

The exam is accessible without condition of nationality, training, diploma or prior
professional activity.
The DCL Français Langue Étrangère (FLE) and Français Professionnel (FP) allow
people of foreign nationality to have their level of competence in French officially
recognized.
The DCL Français Langue Étrangère (FLE) validates the levels of the Common
European Framework of Reference for languages from A2 to C1, so it covers the B1
level necessary for the acquisition of French nationality.
In the list of required diplomas, the DCL FLE appears in Appendix 2-2 of the circular
relating to the level of knowledge of the French language required of applicants for
French nationality.
DCL WITH ATELIER DES LANGUES
As you can see on this map, ATELIER DES LANGUES is accredited to prepare for the
DCL exams and Sandrine Carafa Ferrand is authorized to administer the exams:
Consult the map of accredited centres for the preparation of the DCL exams.
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Your French training include preparing the exam, as you will work on the four skills
throughout your training course, and you will practice several times, but first on your
own. However, time will be devoted to the correction of the practice test and especially
to the oral part in face-to-face. Finally, your final evaluation scheduled for the last day
of the training will be a DCL standard exam in order to get you in shape for the D-day.
We offer personalized training formulas, considering the level, the objectives of each
one, the desired training methods (face-to-face, distance, hybrid formula ...) and the
requirements of national education in terms of preparation for the examination.
THE DCL EXAMINATIONS
The assessment focuses on the candidate's ability to use the language in a
situation as close as possible to the reality of work-life. Language practice matters
as much as mastery of knowledge.
The candidate is assessed:


on the effectiveness of communication to carry out its mission



on the linguistic quality of its service

A jury, made up of inspectors, academics, and examiners, proposes whether or not
to issue the diploma, at the end of the test. The diploma mentions a level of the
Common European Framework of Reference for Languages:


From A1 to A2 for first level Professional French (FP)



From A2 to C1 for all other languages

The test lasts 2h30 and only 1h30 for professional French (FP). It is a case study
in which various tasks are linked, as in professional life, based on a scenario. The work
consists of:


read documents



listen to audio documents or watch videos



process the information obtained



present conclusions (return information for the FP)



argue these conclusions (respond to requests for clarification for the
FP)


write a summary (a short written in French for the FP) or make a video
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REGISTRATION FOR THE DELF/DALF OR DCL DIPLOMAS
ATELIER DES LANGUES will register you for the exam of your choice.
PLEASE NOTE : If you subscribe to a training via your CPF or via a funding body
(OPCO or other), this registration is compulsory.
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